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	In this book, Dan Zambonini hasn’t written a silver bullet. What

	he’s written – through years of research, commercial success and

	failures – is a manual to help you know what’s involved. He’s been

	there and done it. Learnt the mistakes, recorded them here so we

	can benefit. If you’re a designer, developer or entrepreneur kickstarting

	a web app idea in your spare time, this book will give you

	a head start.





	What does it take to create a successful web app? A good idea?

	For the first part sure, but for the rest? You’re holding it in

	your hands.
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Communicating Design: Developing Web Site Documentation for Design and Planning (2nd Edition)New Riders Publishing, 2010

	Successful web design teams depend on clear communication between developers and their clients—and among members of the development team. Wireframes, site maps, flow charts, and other design diagrams establish a common language so designers and project teams can capture ideas, track progress, and keep their...
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Music Theory For Dummies, with Audio CD-ROMFor Dummies, 2007


	Welcome to Music Theory For Dummies!





	What do you think of when you hear the phrase music theory? Does the image

	of your elementary school music teacher scowling at you from behind the

	piano pop into your head? Or perhaps a later image of fellow college students

	in theory classes determinedly trying to notate...
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A Photographic Atlas for the Microbiology LaboratoryMorton Publishing Company, 2011

	This full-color atlas is intended to act as a supplement to introductory microbiology laboratory manuals. It is not designed to replace them, nor is it intended to replace actual performance of the techniques. Rather, the photographs are supplied to help with the interpretation of results.

	The third edition of the Photographic Atlas...
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Cloud Computing Basics: A Non-Technical IntroductionApress, 2021

	Ever since my childhood I had a fascination with clouds. Real clouds up in the sky, white and fluffy or gray and gloomy, afforded an ever-present drama unfolding above for the curious spectator looking toward the heavens, as inquisitive children are wont to do. Maybe it was because of ample exposure to the perennial cloudiness of my native...
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Oracle Database 12c Performance Tuning Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in Oracle)Apress, 2013

	Performance problems are rarely "problems" per se. They are more often "crises" during which you’re pressured for results by a manager standing outside your cubicle while your phone rings with queries from the help desk. You won’t have the time for a leisurely perusal of the manuals, nor to lean back and read a...
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Biomechanics: Principles and Applications, Second EditionCRC Press, 2007


	Engineering is the integration of art and science and involves the use of systematic knowledge based on the

	principles of mathematics and the physical sciences to design and develop systems that have direct practical

	applicability for the benefit of mankind and society.With this philosophy in mind, the importance of the

	engineering...
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